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A B O U T  O U R  S W I M  S P A S
We strive to push what is possible in a swim spa. With our superior performance you can achieve and maintain peak 
physical health. Our team of designers and engineers understand the real competitor you face is the best version of 
yourself. With this in mind, we’ve created the most advanced and durable swim spas on the market today. 
 
Coast Spas provides you with an integrative concept of wet leisure, health and physical performance which fuses 
the best of each class to deliver wellness to your home. Whether you want to connect and relax with friends, improve 
mobility and strength, or build the best you; Coast Spas Swim Spas provide the vehicle you need to get to your 
destination. 
 
Your body is your foundation, housing your being, aspirations and interconnectedness with others. Strengthen that 
foundation to where you want to be, to what you want to become. Our actions speak louder than words as we deliver 
the highest quality swim spas with exceptional performance to our customers worldwide. 
 
We are more than just superior craftsmanship, quality or innovation. We are Wellness. 

Coast Spas®  is proud to have maintained ISO certification since 2003. We are one of the only spa manufacturers in 

the world that have obtained ISO:9001:2015 Certification. This certification is the highest internationally recognized 

quality standard for manufacturing. 



1300 BENCH
Water Capacity:

Dimensions:

1405 US Gal | 5320 L

151 x 90 x 53 in | 384 x 229 x 135 cm

1300 LOUNGE 1400 VE
Water Capacity:

Dimensions:

1321 US Gal | 5001 L

151 x 90 x 53 in | 384 x 229 x 135 cm

Water Capacity:

Dimensions:

1371 US Gal | 5190 L

161 x 90 x 53 in | 408 x 229 x 135 cm

S W I M  C O L L E C T I O N
Just keep swimming. Coast Spas’ Swim Collection provides a more affordable, luxurious option to an in ground pool for all your backyard goals. 
Accommodate large groups with our Japanese bathhouse (Sentō) inspired seating, regain independence and stability with our luxe fitness systems, 
outperform yourself and the competition with our powerful and variable speed swim resistance jets. 

Due to continuous improvement programs, Coast Spas may make product modifications and enhancements that may not be reflected in the shown content/images. 
Please see your local Coast Spas ® Authorized Dealership for current specifications



1700 VE 2100 VE
Water Capacity:

Dimensions:

1994 US Gal | 7550 L

207 x 88.5 x 53 in | 525 x 225 x 135 cm

Water Capacity:

Dimensions:

2770 US Gal | 10487 L

258 x 90 x 63.5 in | 655 x 229 x 161 cm



S E R I E S
Our Swim Spas come in various configurations or “series”.  Each series has it’s own set of features that will appeal to various lifestyles.  For 
example, our Pool Series is tailored to those who want a refreshing water vessel for fun and socializing, where the Wellness Spa® Series is 
targeted to those seeking to improve their fitness and health.  Discover what series is perfect for you and your lifestyle.
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W E L L N E S S  S P A ®  X  S E R I E S
The ultimate swim spa experience.  Loaded with all the features found in the Wellness Spa® Series but with a variable speed swim resistance 
system. With the Atlas Swim System you can finely tune the speed of the swim resistance current and program a routine with various 
speeds at different time intervals. 
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A T L A S  S W I M  J E T S
Harness all the power of your swim spa and optimize the counter-current you swim against by upgrading your swim spa with Atlas Swim 
Jets.  This revolutionary jet system maximizes the speed and smoothness of the swim resistance current delivered by your swim spa. Push 
yourself to new horizons and see if you can keep up with our new Atlas Swim Jets.



I N F I N I T Y  E D G E  S W I M  S P A S
Swim to Infinity with Coast Spas’ exclusive Vanishing Edge. Receive an obstructed view from the waterline as you 
swim towards the horizon or relax with integrated hydrotherapy seats. Coast Spas is the first and only swim spa 

manufacturer to have a vanishing edge on a portable swim spa. Benefit from the largest skimmer in the world, along 
with our patented Hydro Cyclonic Filtration® System, for consistent crystal clear water.  



M O R E  T H A N  B E A U T Y
Infinity edge swim spas have benefits that go further than just their outward elegance.  Enjoy the same 

perfect water level regardless of how many, or few, people join you in your swim spa.  Along with a unique 
and spectacular view over the barrier-free edge vanishing edge spas also feature the largest skimming 

surface on any swim spa while removing the distraction and noise of a traditional bobbing skimmer. 



S W I M  R E S I S T A N C E 
S Y S T E M

Our stainless steel river jets are built to provide efficient hydrodynamic currents to 
simulate swimming in open water or laps in a pool. Depending on your jet configuration, 
activate 1, 2, or 3 jets to set the resistance you want. Get in shape with Coast’s swim 
resistance technology as you swim in place improving your cardiovascular health. 

RIVER JETS

LEVITATOR JETS
In being the first company to incorporate levitator jets in our swim spas, we’ve refined 
this practice by strategically placing these jets to provide the maximum buoyancy for 
your work out.

EXTREME® PUMPS
A swim spa demands a high amount of power to operate swim resistance and 
hydrotherapy jets, but needs to be efficient in order to save on monthly costs. Coast 
Spas’ Extreme® line of pumps delivers on power, efficiency and durability so you can 
focus on getting and staying in shape.







E X E R C I S E  E Q U I P M E N T

Quick clip-on stainless row bars provide you with a complete upper body workout to tone, tighten 
and sculpt your muscles. Row forward or backward to work out a variety of different muscles. When 
you’re done, easily remove the row bars with just a push of a button. 

ROW BARS

RESISTANCE BANDS
Resistance bands made out of high-grade rubber and plastic gives you a low impact option to work 
your upper and lower body. Whether you want to do arm curls, overhead press, or standing leg raises 
these bands will give you results.  Each band quickly clips to various areas of the spa enabling you to 
target different muscles.  Includes both hand grips and ankle straps. 

AQUA BIKE
Get a full range of endurance levels on the aqua bike. Adjust the tension on the bike to your desired 
resistance to sculpt your legs and glutes.  Challenge yourself by cycling against the swim current in 
your swim spa.  The Aqua Bike comes with a height-adjustable seat for additional comfort.

SWIM TETHER
Add extra resistance while you’re swimming against your swim spas’ current. Strap yourself in with  
a high-grade material harness so you can swim in place and in a straight line.  With the Swim Tether 
you can aggressively sprint and change your pace, without the need to adjust the counter current.



S U P E R I O R  H Y D R O T H E R A P Y
After a hard workout, soothe your muscles or aching joints with Coast Spas’ powerful  hydro-therapeutic jets included in all the swim spa 
series.  The placement and positioning of our Trillium Stainless Steel Massage Jets were inspired by proven massage techniques. Receive 
superior hydrotherapy throughout Coast’s  Swim Collection.

Receive a complete hydrotherapy massage from your 
shoulder blades to calves with Coast’s Stand Up Therapy 
Zones, exclusively available on the 2100 VE and 2101 VE.  

STAND UP THERAPY ZONES
Sit down in one of the therapy captain chairs and give your 
feet the royal treatment by placing your feet on the Footwell 
Impulse Jet Massage Zone. 

FOOTWELL IMPULSE JET ZONE



C R Y S T A L  C L E A R  W A T E R

 ο 83% faster & 20% more efficient than skim filtration systems

 ο The largest filter available on any spa (175 sq.ft.) 

 ο No dirty filter sitting in the spa water

 ο Captured contaminants will not re-enter the spa water

Benefits of Hydro Cyclonic Filtration®

Our Hydro Cyclonic Filtration® System is a commercial-grade, pressurized filtration system that keeps your water crystal clear. Without 
a pressurized filtration system the dirty filter sits in the water with bathers, allowing the water to be re-contaminated. Coast Spas’ Hydro 
Cyclonic Filtration® System removes the filter media from the bathing area, locking the debris in a closed pressurized canister preventing
contaminants from re-entering the bathing area. Enjoy truly clean and clear water with the Hydro Cyclonic Filtration® System. 



2 1 0 0 V E
THE LARGEST INFINITY EDGE SWIM SPA



SWIM IN TANDEM
Just keep swimming, together. The 2100VE 
allows for two people to swim together against 
a current powerful enough to challenge you and 
your partner. The race is on.



YO U R A U T H O R I Z E D C O A S T S PA S ® D E A L E R

© Coast Spas Manufacturing Inc. All rights reserved. Coast Spas®, World’s Best Built Spas®, Built to Last®, Where Stress is Water Soluble®, Water Diversion 

Blade®, THE END of the day®, Crystal Clear Purification Chamber®, EcoClean®, Cyclonic Filtration System®, SOUNDWAVES™, Extreme®, Wellness Spa®, 

The BOSS®, ISPA®, Coast Connect®, Tublicious® and Northwind® are the registered trademarks of Coast Spas® Manufacturing Inc. All other brands, 

product names, company names, trademarks, trade names and service marks used are the property of their respective owners. Due to our continuous 

improvement programs, Coast Spas may make product modifications and enhancements. Specifications may change without notice. International products 

may be configured differently to meet local electrical requirements. Dimensions are approximate. Product pictured may include options beyond standard 

equipment. Check with your local dealer for the most current product specifications.

Build your own custom Coast Spas® swim spa today. Select 
your model, choose colors and add accessories. 

BUILD YOUR PERFECT SPA

www.coastspas.com

COAST SPAS® 2019 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Coast Spas® Manufacturing Inc.
6315 - 202 Street Langley BC V2Y 1N1 Canada

info@coastspas.com


